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Recommendations

Randomness and Neural Word Embeddings

Quantifying Reliability by Comparing Models
• Trained three models each on Google Books 5-gram sub-corpora.

• Models are skip-gram with negative sampling (SGNS) and hierarchical softmax (SGHS).

• Reliability = percentage of identical neighbors between models, averaged over all words.

• Be skeptical when confronted with qualitative interpretations / illustrations based on neighbors in neural embedding spaces.

• SGNS with 4-6 epochs is the best compromise if neural embeddings need to be used, SGHS are beneficial if only a single epoch of training is possible.

• Avoid subsampling, process complete corpora (see Hellrich & Hahn, LaTeCH @ ACL 2016, pp. 111–117, 2016).

• Seriously consider using a modified SVD approach (Levy et al., TACL 3:211–225, 2015) instead of neural embeddings—it was shown to be viable for diachronic 

analysis (Hamilton et al., ACL 2016, pp. 1489–1501, 2016) and seems to be unaffected by reliability problems.

1. Both accuracy and reliability are higher for SGNS than for SGHS for all tested combinations of
languages and time spans, if 10 training epochs are used.

2. If only one training epoch is used—as in many other experimental set-ups reported in the literature—
there is only little difference in accuracy between SGNS and SGHS, but SGHS is clearly better in
terms of reliability.

3. Accuracy is higher for 2005–2009 than for the 1900–1904 interval, with the exception of non-
normalized German (which can most likely be explained by the temporal currency of the test sets).

4. Normalization of German data slightly decreases reliability, yet increases accuracy.

Training Scenario Top-1 Reliability Similarity Accuracy
Language Time Span Embeddings 1 Epoch 5 Epochs 10 Epochs 1 Epoch 5 Epochs 10 Epochs

1900–1904 SGNS 0.11 0.33 0.40 0.45 0.51 0.51
English SGHS 0.23 0.33 0.33 0.46 0.45 0.45
Fiction 2005–2009 SGNS 0.36 0.54 0.57 0.58 0.58 0.57

SGHS 0.36 0.39 0.38 0.55 0.52 0.52

German
1900–1904 SGNS 0.20 0.47 0.54 0.45 0.56 0.56

SGHS 0.34 0.43 0.42 0.48 0.49 0.47

2005–2009 SGNS 0.31 0.50 0.53 0.51 0.54 0.54
SGHS 0.34 0.38 0.36 0.49 0.48 0.47

1900–1904 SGNS 0.19 0.45 0.52 0.47 0.55 0.57
Normalized SGHS 0.32 0.42 0.42 0.47 0.48 0.48

German 2005–2009 SGNS 0.30 0.48 0.52 0.54 0.59 0.60
SGHS 0.33 0.37 0.36 0.51 0.52 0.52

Table 2: Accuracy and reliability among top-1 words for threefold repetition of different training scenarios after completing 1, 5
and 10 training epochs, respectively.

We also measured analogy accuracy for the English Fiction data sets, and observed no negative effect of
multiple training epochs, yet a more pronounced gap between training methods, e.g., 36% of all analogies
were correct for SGNS and only 27% for SGHS after one epoch on 1900–1904 data.

In the following, we further explore system performance as influenced, e.g., by word frequency, word
ambiguity and the number of training epochs. For German, we focus on the normalized version due to the
overall similar performance and suitability for further applications.
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Figure 2: Effect of neighborhood size parameter
n in reliability calculation for SGNS embeddings
trained on 1900–1904 English Fiction data.

Influence of Neighborhood Size. Reliability at different
top-n cut-offs is very similar for all languages and time
spans under scrutiny, confirming previous observations in
Hellrich and Hahn (2016a) and strengthening the sugges-
tion to use only top-1 reliability for evaluation. Figure 2
illustrates this phenomenon with an SGNS trained on 1900–
1904 English Fiction data. We assume this to be connected
with the general decrease in word2vec embedding utility
for high values of n already observed by Schnabel et al.
(2015).

Influence of Word Frequency. Figures 3 and 4 depict
the influence of word frequency (as percentile ranks) for
English, as well as orthographically normalized German.
Negative sampling is overall more reliable, especially for
words with low or medium frequency. Word frequency
has a less pronounced effect on reliability for German and
negative sampling is again preferable, especially for low or medium frequency words. The 21 English
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Unreliable, problem for qualitative interpretation!

Influence of frequency on reliability. Lines mark words 
known to have changed semantically. English Fiction data.

Influence of the number of training epochs on 
reliability. Models trained on English Fiction.

Word Disputed Closest Neighbor
mouse mice, rat, cat
cock cocks, arty, hen
ass atheist, fool, fool 

toilet ironing, dressing, dressing 

1. Both accuracy and reliability are higher for SGNS than for SGHS for all tested combinations of
languages and time spans, if 10 training epochs are used.

2. If only one training epoch is used—as in many other experimental set-ups reported in the literature—
there is only little difference in accuracy between SGNS and SGHS, but SGHS is clearly better in
terms of reliability.

3. Accuracy is higher for 2005–2009 than for the 1900–1904 interval, with the exception of non-
normalized German (which can most likely be explained by the temporal currency of the test sets).

4. Normalization of German data slightly decreases reliability, yet increases accuracy.
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Table 2: Accuracy and reliability among top-1 words for threefold repetition of different training scenarios after completing 1, 5
and 10 training epochs, respectively.

We also measured analogy accuracy for the English Fiction data sets, and observed no negative effect of
multiple training epochs, yet a more pronounced gap between training methods, e.g., 36% of all analogies
were correct for SGNS and only 27% for SGHS after one epoch on 1900–1904 data.

In the following, we further explore system performance as influenced, e.g., by word frequency, word
ambiguity and the number of training epochs. For German, we focus on the normalized version due to the
overall similar performance and suitability for further applications.
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Influence of Neighborhood Size. Reliability at different
top-n cut-offs is very similar for all languages and time
spans under scrutiny, confirming previous observations in
Hellrich and Hahn (2016a) and strengthening the sugges-
tion to use only top-1 reliability for evaluation. Figure 2
illustrates this phenomenon with an SGNS trained on 1900–
1904 English Fiction data. We assume this to be connected
with the general decrease in word2vec embedding utility
for high values of n already observed by Schnabel et al.
(2015).

Influence of Word Frequency. Figures 3 and 4 depict
the influence of word frequency (as percentile ranks) for
English, as well as orthographically normalized German.
Negative sampling is overall more reliable, especially for
words with low or medium frequency. Word frequency
has a less pronounced effect on reliability for German and
negative sampling is again preferable, especially for low or medium frequency words. The 21 English

Influence of neighborhood size on reliability. SGNS 
models trained on 1900-1904 English Fiction.

Table 1: Accuracy and reliability among top n words for threefold application of different training
protocols. Reliability is given as fraction of the maximum for n. Standard deviation for accuracy ±0, if
not noted otherwise; reliability is based on the evaluation of all lexical items, thus no standard deviation.

Description of training protocol top-n Reliability Accuracy1 2 3 4 5

independent

negative
in all texts 0.40 0.41 0.41 0.40 0.40 0.38
in 10M sample 0.45 0.48 0.50 0.51 0.52 0.25
between 10M samples 0.09 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.26

hierarchical
in all texts 0.33 0.34 0.34 0.34 0.34 0.28
in 10M sample 0.38 0.40 0.42 0.42 0.43 0.22
between 10M samples 0.09 0.09 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.22 ± 0.01

continuous
negative in 10M sample 0.54 0.55 0.56 0.56 0.57 0.25

between 10M samples 0.21 0.21 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.25

hierarchical in 10M sample 0.31 0.32 0.32 0.32 0.33 0.22
between 10M samples 0.12 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.23

dimensions for all experiments, as well as an initial
learning rate of 0.01 for experiments based on 10M
samples, and one of 0.025 for systems trained on
unsampled texts; the threshold for downsampling
frequent words was 10�3 for sample-based exper-
iments and 10�5 for unsampled ones. We tested
both negative sampling and hierarchical softmax
training strategies, the latter being canonical for
Kulkarni’s protocol, whereas Kim’s protocol is
underspecified in this regard.

We evaluate accuracy by using the test set
developed by Mikolov et al. (2013a). This test
set is based on present-day English language and
world knowledge, yet we assume it to be a viable
proxy for overall model quality. It contains groups
of four words connected via the analogy relation
‘::’ and the similarity relation ‘⇠’, as exemplified
by the expression king ⇠ queen :: man ⇠ woman.

We evaluate reliability by training three iden-
tically parametrized models for each experiment.
We then compare the top n similar words (by
cosine distance) for each word modeled by the
experiments with a variant of the Jaccard coef-
ficient (Manning et al., 2008, p.61). We limit
our analysis to values of n between 1 and 5,
in accordance with data on word2vec accuracy
(Schnabel et al., 2015). The 3-dimensional array
Wi,j,k contains words ordered by similarity (i) for
a word in question (j) according to an experiment
(k). If a word in question is not modeled by an
experiment, as can be the case for comparisons
over different samples, ; is the corresponding entry.
The reliability r for a specific value of n (r@n)
is defined as the magnitude of the intersection of

similar words produced by all three experiments
with a rank of n or lower, averaged over all t
words modeled by any of these experiments and
normalized by n, the maximally achievable score
for this value of n:

r@n :=
1

t ⇤ n
Pt

j=1 ||
T3

k=1{W1in,j,k} ||

4 Results

We focus our analysis on the representations gen-
erated for the initial period, i.e., 1900 for sample-
based experiments and 1900–1904 for unsampled
ones. This choice was made since researchers can
be assumed to be aware of current word meanings,
thus making correct judgments on initial word
semantics more important. As a beneficial side
effect, we get a marked reduction of computational
demands, saving several CPU years compared to
an evaluation based on the most recent period.

4.1 Training Protocols
Table 1 depicts the assessments for different train-
ing protocols. Four results seem relevant for future
experiments. First, reliability at different top-n
cut-offs is rather uniform, so that evaluations could
be performed on top-1 reliability only without real
losses. Second, both accuracy and reliability are
often far higher for negative sampling than for
hierarchical softmax under direct comparison of the
evaluated conditions; under no condition hierarchi-
cal softmax outperforms negative sampling. Third,
continuous training improves reliability, yet not
accuracy, for systems trained on samples. Fourth,
reliability for experiments between samples heavi-

words reported to have undergone traceable semantic changes in prior work9 are all frequent with
percentiles between 89 and 99—for such high-frequency words hierarchical softmax performs similarly
or even slightly better. The relatively low reliability for medium-frequency English words, as compared to
German ones, could be caused by a peculiar pattern of word co-occurrences, illustrated in Figures 5 and
6 for 1900–1904 English Fiction, respectively normalized German. Medium-frequency English words
have fewer co-occurrences with low-frequency words than German ones, which might result in a lack of
specific contexts for these words during training and thus hamper embedding quality.
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Figure 3: Influence of frequency percentile on reliability
for models trained for 10 epochs on English Fiction data
from 1900–1904 and 2005–2009. Words reported to have
changed their semantics during the 20th century fall into the
frequency range marked by the vertical lines.
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Figure 4: Influence of frequency percentile on reliability for
models trained for 10 epochs on orthographically normalized
German data from 1900–1904 and 2005–2009.
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Figure 5: Number of co-occurrences (indicated by shade;
only values above mode) between words and context
words per frequency percentile for English Fiction 1900–
1904 data.
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Figure 6: Number of co-occurrences (indicated by shade;
only values above mode) between words and context
words per frequency percentile for normalized German
1900–1904 data.

9Kulkarni et al. (2015) compiled the following list based on prior work (Wijaya and Yeniterzi, 2011; Gulordava and Baroni,
2011; Jatowt and Duh, 2014; Kim et al., 2014): card, sleep, parent, address, gay, mouse, king, checked, check, actually, supposed,
guess, cell, headed, ass, mail, toilet, cock, bloody, nice and guy.

Influence of Word Ambiguity. Entries in lexical databases, such as WORDNET10 (Fellbaum, 1998)
and its German counterpart GERMANET11 (Lemnitzer and Kunze, 2002), can be employed to approximate
the effect of word ambiguity on reliability. The number of synsets a word belongs to (i.e., the number
of its senses) seems to be positively correlated with top-1 reliability for English, as shown in Figure 7,
whereas orthographically normalized German is less affected by ambiguity as Figure 8 reveals. This
counter-intuitive effect for English seems to be caused by the low ambiguity of infrequent words—results
become more uniform, if analysis is limited to high frequency words (e.g., 90th frequency percentile or
higher).
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Figure 7: Influence of ambiguity (measured by the num-
ber of WORDNET synsets) on top-1 reliability for models
trained for 10 epochs on English Fiction data from 1900–
1904 and 2005–2009.
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Figure 8: Influence of ambiguity (measured by the num-
ber of GERMANET synsets) on top-1 reliability for models
trained for 10 epochs on orthographically normalized Ger-
man data from 1900–1904 and 2005–2009.
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Figure 9: Top-1 reliability as influenced by the number
of training epochs, for English Fiction data relative to the
1900–1904 and 2005–2009 time slices.
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Figure 10: Top-1 reliability as influenced by the number
of training epochs, for orthographically normalized Ger-
man data relative to the 1900–1904 and 2005–2009 time
slices.

Influence of the Number of Training Epochs. Model reliability and accuracy depend on the number
of training epochs, as shown in Figures 9 and 10 for English and normalized German, respectively. For

10We used WORDNET 3.0 and the API provided by the Natural Language Toolkit (NLTK): www.nltk.org
11We used GERMANET 11.0 and the PYGERMANET API: https://pypi.python.org/pypi/pygermanet

• Used in multiple papers on diachronic semantic 
change (e.g., Hellrich & Hahn, Digital 
Humanities 2016, pp. 545–547, 2016).

• Also used for investigating geographic variation 
(Kulkarni et al., ICWSM-16, pp. 615–618, 
2016).


